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Overview about the project I
Hospital Charité´

- The Charité is one of the largest university hospitals in Europe. It’s located in Berlin, Germany.
- Here, 3800 doctors and scientists heal, do research and teach at the top international level.
- The Charité also has an international reputation for excellence in training.
- It extends over four campuses with more than 100 clinics and institutes bundled under 17 Charité Centers.
- In total more than 15,000 delivery addresses need to be maintained.
Overview about the project II
Identification of right locations

Charité Mission Statement: Play an Active Role

• In total more than 15,000 delivery addresses need to be maintained.

• The GLN (Global Location Number) is used to uniquely identify locations and legal entities from manufactures, distributors, hospitals, all the way down to nursing stations.

• Transaction errors will be reduced while ensuring that the right product, procedure and/or treatment is delivered to the right location.
Overview about the project III
Project Outcome using GLN

Benefits and Outcome:

• **Clean data** on delivery locations and therefore

• **Reduced error rate** (by considering the correct Internal and external delivery address)

• More **accurate purchase orders** and invoicing

• Processes **improves** the **healthcare supply chain**

• **Real-time access to GLNs** – always up-to-date
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